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Calculator
Features both a standard calculator and a scientific calculator. The standard calculator allows you to do 
simple calculations and store them in memory. The scientific calculator allows you to do advanced 
scientific and statistical calculations.



application Control-menu



title bar          
Contains the title of the application running in the window, in this case Calculator.

Drag the title bar to move an application window on the screen.



Minimize button          
Click the Minimize button to shrink the Calculator window to an icon.



Edit menu



View menu



Help menu



menu bar          
Contains the names of all the Calculator menus.

Click a menu name to display the menu commands.



display
Shows the values that have been entered in a calculation or that are a result of a calculation.



editing buttons          

Used to make corrections in the display. The buttons have the following functions:

Click To
Back Delete the rightmost digit of the displayed number.
C Clear the current calculation.
CE Clear the displayed number.



memory display          

Indicates a value is stored in memory. An M appears.



memory buttons
Used for working with values stored in memory. The following describes the function of each button:

MR displays any value stored in memory.
MC clears the value stored in memory.
MS stores the currently displayed value in memory.
M+ adds the current value to any value already in memory.



numeric buttons
Used to enter numerical values in calculations. The "+/-" button changes the sign of the displayed 
number. The "." button inserts a decimal point.

Click a button to display the value.



operator buttons
Used to perform calculations. The following describes the function of each operator:

Click To
+ Add.
- Subtract.
* Multiply.
/ Divide.
% Calculate percentages.
= Carry out the operation.
1/x Calculate the reciprocal of the displayed number.
sqrt Calculate the square root.



title bar          
Contains the title of the application running in the window, in this case Calculator.

Drag the title bar to move an application window on the screen.



Edit menu



View menu



Help menu



menu bar          
Contains the names of all the Calculator menus.

Click a menu name to display the menu commands.



number base buttons          

Used to change to the hexadecimal (Hex), decimal (Dec), octal (Oct), and binary (Bin) number systems.
The number system you choose on the left determines which options are available on the right. For 
example, in the decimal number system, you can choose Deg, Rad, or Grad for use in trigonometric 
functions.

Click an option button on the left to change the number system.



editing buttons          

Used to make corrections in the display. The buttons have the following functions:

Click To
Back Delete the rightmost digit of the displayed number.
C Clear the current calculation.
CE Clear the displayed number.



Hyp and Inv buttons          

Used in peforming the following trigonometric and other functions:

Click To
Hyp Set the hyperbolic function for sin, cos, and tan. The different functions automatically turn off 

the hyperbolic function after a calculation is completed.
Inv Set the inverse function for sin, cos, tan, PI, x^y, x^2, x^3, In, log, Ave, Sum, and s. The 

different functions automatically turn off the inverse function after a calculation is completed.



statistical display          

Indicates the Statistics Box is open. You choose the Sta button to open the box, and "stat" appears in 
the display.



memory display          

Indicates a value is stored in memory. An M appears.



parenthetical display          

Shows the current level of parentheses. The maximum number of levels is 25.



advanced statistical buttons
Used to perform statistical functions such as averages and standard deviations. The buttons have the 
following functions:

Click To
Ave Calculate the mean of the values displayed in the Statistics Box.
Dat Enter the displayed number in the Statistics Box.
s Calculate the standard deviation with the population parameter as n-1.
Sta Activate the Statistics Box and the Ave, Sum, s, and Dat buttons.
Sum Calculate the sum of values in the Statistics Box.



advanced function buttons
Used to perform the following trigonometric and other advanced functions:

Click To
cos Calculate the cosine of the displayed number.
dms Convert the displayed number to degree-minute-second format.
Exp Allow entry of scientific notation numbers.
F-E Turn scientific notation on and off.
In Calculate natural (base e) logarithm.
log Calculate common (base 10) logarithm.
n! Calculate factorial of the displayed number.
PI Display the value of PI (3.1415...).
sin Calculate the sine of the displayed number.
tan Calculate the tangent of the displayed number.
x^y Compute x raised to the yth power.
x^2 Square the displayed number.
x^3 Cube the displayed number.
1/x Calculate the reciprocal of the displayed number.



parentheses buttons          

Use to perform the following functions:

Click To
( Start a new level of parentheses.
) Close the current level of parentheses.



numeric buttons
Used to enter numerical values in calculations. The "+/-" button changes the sign of the displayed 
number. The "." button inserts a decimal point.

Click a button to display the value.



basic operator buttons
Used to perform calculations. The following describes the function of each operator:

Click To
+ Add.
- Subtract.
* Multiply.
/ Divide.
= Carry out the operation.



advanced operator buttons
Used to perform the following advanced functions:

Click To
And Calculate bitwise AND.
Int Display the integer portion of a decimal value.
Lsh Shift left. Inv+Lsh to shift right.
Mod Display the modulus, or remainder, of x/y.
Not Calculate bitwise inverse.
Or Calculate bitwise OR.
Xor Calculate bitwise exclusive OR.



letter buttons          

Used to enter letters in the hexadecimal number system.
Click the button to enter the value in the display.



application window
The main window for an application, in this case the Calculator window. It contains the application's 
menu bar and main workspace. The Calculator application window contains the buttons and display 
boxes used in calculations.



application icon          

Represents a running application. An application icon appears after you minimize an application.
Double-click an application icon to restore it to a window.



desktop
The background on which windows, icons, and dialog boxes appear.

Double-click anywhere on the desktop to start Task List.






